
 
 

 

Recommendations for 2007 Open Dates for Cape Falcon to Humbug Mountain Sport 
Pacific Halibut All-Depth Fisheries 

Background  

  

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) annually conducts a public meeting to 

discuss the upcoming sport all-depth fishery between Cape Falcon and Humbug Mountain. 

Public input is solicited on the open dates to be recommended.  

  

The Pacific Fishery Management Council’s (PFMC) Catch Sharing Plan (CSP) for Area 2A 

specifies both the opening day and open days per week for the Oregon all-depth sport fisheries 

from Cape Falcon to Humbug Mountain. In addition, the plan specifies the proportions of the 

annual all-depth catch limit between the Spring (May-July) and Summer (August-October) 

fisheries. In previous years, a number of fixed open days were set annually for each fishery by 

the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Beginning with 2004, fixed dates have been 

only set for the Spring fishery. Also, possible additional open dates are identified preseason 

for the Spring fishery in case sufficient catch limit remains for the fishery to continue after the 

fixed days.  

  

Since 2005, the Summer fishery has been managed as an every other Friday, Saturday and 

Sunday fishery starting the first Friday in August and continuing through October or 

attainment of the allocated catch limit, whichever occurs first, with options to skip weeks due 

to adverse tidal conditions. The CSP also contains inseason provisions to add days and/or 

additional fish to the daily bag limit in the Summer fishery if it appears inseason that the entire 

annual catch limit (total for the subarea) will not be harvested over the dates set for the 

fishery.  

  

Fixed days are open fishing dates established preseason. They are set with the intent that the 

angler can plan fishing trips without concern of closure due to attainment of the catch limit. 

The fixed dates established for the Spring fishery are not guaranteed days and could be 

cancelled if it is projected the fishery will exceed the Cape Falcon to Humbug Mountain 

annual all-depth catch limit (Spring and Summer all-depth fishery combined).  

  

Possible additional open dates (back-up dates) are established in case sufficient quota remains 

after completion of the fixed days in the Spring fishery. Establishing preseason the dates of 

possible additional days assists the angler in planning fishing trips.  

  

Public Meeting  

  

The ODFW held a public meeting in Newport on January 24, 2007, to gather comments on the 

number and dates of fixed and back-up days to be adopted for the Spring sport all-depth 



fishery. In addition, participants reviewed the Summer all-depth fishery dates and potential 

inseason changes provided under the Catch Sharing Plan. Approximately 30 individuals 

attended the meeting. The attendees included an equal mix of anglers and charter boat 

operators including both coastal and inland participants.  

  

The expected catch per day and dates for the 2007 Spring all-depth fishery were the focus of 

the discussion. In recent years the increasing catch per day trend observed in the 1990s has 

reversed. Starting in 2002, the trend changed with a considerable reduction in catch per day 

which continued in 2003 (Figure 1). Since 2003, the catch per day has remained fairly level, 

ranging from 9,700 (2006) to 12,300 (2003) pounds per day. The participants discussed the 

expected catch per day for 2007 as being similar to that observed in the 2003-2006 period. 

Two scenarios were considered, a 12- and 15-fixed-day season. The participants unanimously 

chose the 15-fixed-day season based on a catch per day range observed in 2003-2006 and the 

170,242 pound catch limit for 2007. Participants were reminded if the catch per day exceeded 

11,350 pounds the Spring catch limit would be exceeded and that amount would be deducted 

from the Summer catch limit of 56,747 pounds.  

  

 
Figure 1. Catch per day in the Spring Cape Falcon to Humbug Mt. all-depth Pacific halibut 

sport fishery since 1993.  

  

The CSP identifies the opening dates for the Spring and Summer fishery and open days per 

week. Fixed days in the Spring fishery start the second Thursday in May, with the open days 

to occur on consecutive weeks on Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. It also provides for 

potential back-up dates if catch limit remains after the fixed days. Back-up days occur every 

other Thursday, Friday and Saturday continuing until the Spring catch limit is obtained or July 



31, whichever occurs first.  

  

The CSP also allows skipping weeks due to potentially adverse conditions during low tide 

periods. There are three low tide series in the May-July period in 2007 (May17-19, June 14-16 

and July 12-14). Participants did not offer a majority position on whether to skip the low tide 

series.  

  

Recommendation for 2007 All-Depth Fisheries  

  

ODFW reviewed the original basis of the provision to allow skipping low tides. The provision 

was first adopted when there was a much lower halibut catch limit and few all-depth days of 

sport opportunity.  The concern at that time was that with few open dates the anglers felt 

compelled to fish on every opener and it was a potential safety issue if the fishery was open 

during a low tide series.  In 2007, under the catch limit (near record high) and a recommended 

15 fixed days, there would be five Thursday-Saturday “fixed” day open periods in the spring 

and additional back-up dates if the catch limit is not taken.  In addition several openers are 

anticipated for the summer season (August-September).   

  

Plotting out the dates of the fixed day openers occurring on consecutive weeks starting on 

May 10 and potential back-up dates to occur on every other week, the open dates would only 

fall on the low tide series in May and the other two low tide series could not be open dates 

(Table 1). Based on the several periods of opportunity in 2007, it was felt that anglers would 

not be compelled to fish on a low tide series. Thus for the Spring fishery, ODFW recommends 

five Thursday-Saturday periods of fixed day openers on consecutive weeks starting May 10 as 

prescribed in the CSP (2nd Thursday in May): May 10, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 31; and 

June 1, 2, 7, 8, 9. The potential back-up dates recommended if catch limit remains are June 21, 

22, 23; and July 5, 6, 7, 19, 20, 21.  

  



 
  

For the Summer fishery, the CSP identifies the fishery open the first Friday in August, with 

the open days to occur on every other Friday, Saturday and Sunday until the catch limit is 

taken or October 31, whichever occurs first. Again, dates can be skipped to avoid adverse tidal 

conditions. As the only low tidal conditions identified are for the last potential opener in 

October (Table 2), ODFW recommends the fishery occur on August 3, 4, 5, 17, 18, 19, 31; 

and September 1, 2, 14, 15, 16, 28, 29, 30; and October 12, 13, 14, 26, 27, 28. The CSP also 

has provisions to increase open days and bag limits inseason during the Summer fishery if it 

appears the sub-area season quota will not be taken in the open dates set preseason.  

  



 
  

  

  

  

  


